**What is it?**
Choose this CDE if you want to learn and polish parliamentary skills. At the competition, members complete a written exam. Teams then conduct a mock chapter meeting to demonstrate knowledge of basic parliamentary law and the use of correct parliamentary procedures.

**Career Opportunities**

**Career Clusters:**
- Agricultural and Forestry Production
- Management and Financial Specialties
- Marketing, Merchandising and Sales Careers
- Science and Engineering
- Social Services
- Education and Communication

*Career opportunities found in the career cluster areas:*
- **Education and Communication** – member of congress, lobbyist, agriculture teacher, college professor, educational specialist, extension agent

**The Parliamentary Procedure CDE could be applied to many of the career clusters, as it would be helpful to have the knowledge to effectively organize and facilitate a meeting, in addition to the speaking skills that can be obtained through this CDE.**

**Educational Requirements**

**Bachelor Degree** – agriculture teacher

**Graduate Degree** – member of congress, college professor, educational specialist, extension agent, lobbyist

**SAE Opportunities**
Serving as a page for your state legislator, job shadowing at a government office, employment at the media and public relations booth at your county fairgrounds, job shadowing at a public relations firm

**Proficiency Award Areas**
Agricultural Communications